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1 Introduction

As you “...” can see for the title of the paper you
must use 14pt, Capital, Centered, Bold. Please do not
number the pages! Leave one blank line (14pt) and
then type Authors’ Names etc., see above.

Paper text should be typed in 10pt LM Ro-
man for MS Word or equivalent Word Processors and
justify to block. The heading of each section should
be printed in small, 12pt, left justified, bold, serif. You
must use the Arabic numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . for the sections
numbering, not the Roman numbers (I, II, III, . . . ).
Please, follow the paragraph indentation that is used
in this template.

2 Problem Formulation (Equations and
Variables)

Please, leave two blank lines between successive sec-
tions as here (see Section 1 to Section 2). The sec-
tions (and subsections) should be properly capitalized.
Please note that the first line of text that follows a
heading is not indented, whereas the first lines of all
subsequent paragraphs are. Further on please use the
LATEX or MS Word (equivalent) automatism for all your
cross-references and citations.

Mathematical equations must be centered and num-
bered as follows: (1), (2),. . ., (99) and not (1.1),
(1.2),. . ., (2.1), (2.2),. . . depending on your various Sec-
tions.

zEO = min
e, g(ξ)

E(F (ξ, e, g(ξ))), (1)

amin ≤ a ≤ amax. (2)

2.1 Important Subsection

When including a subsection you must use, for its head-
ing, small letters, 10pt, left justified, bold as here. Use
the standard equation environment to typeset your
equations, however, for multiline equations we recom-
mend using the eqnarray environment (LATEX users).

Definition. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. A left
coset of H in G is a subset of G that is of the form
xH, where x ∈ G and xH = {xh : h ∈ H}. Similarly
a right coset of H in G is a subset of G that is of the
form Hx, where Hx = {hx : h ∈ H}

Theorem. This is a theorem content. Theorem text
goes here.

Proof. Let z be some element of xH∩yH. Then z = xa
for some a ∈ H, and z = yb for some b ∈ H. If h is
any element of H then ah ∈ H and a−1h ∈ H, since H
is a subgroup of G. But zh = x(ah) and xh = z(a−1h)
for all h ∈ H. Therefore zH ⊂ xH and xH ⊂ zH,
and thus xH = zH. Similarly yH = zH, and thus
xH = yH, as required.

3 Problem Solution

Figures1 and Tables should be numbered as follows:
Fig. 1, Fig. 2, . . . etc. (see Fig. 1), Table 1, Table
2, . . . etc. (see Table 1). The figures are expected
to be printed in colour (the text and tables strictly in
black), but authors are strongly recommended to test
the readability of the figures in gray shades to be on

1If you copy text passages, figures, or tables from other works,
you must obtain permission from the copyright holder (usually
the original publisher or author). Please enclose the signed per-
mission with the manuscript.



Figure 1: Please write your figure caption here (multiple lines). If the caption spans multiple lines, please use
left justification. If the caption is single line, it should be centered.

Table 1: Please write your table caption here (if single line, then centered).

Parameter Value GATE implementation

GA test suite F6, 5 optimized variables funName: ’F6’, nParam: 5,. . .
GAHC 10 HCA kernels of size 5 bits mutationHC(GA,’HC12’,10,’rand’,5)

the safe side. Figure quality must be appropriate for
the print and labels must be readable, our suggestion is
resolution 300dpi and vector format is preferred. The
screen capture bitmap in the case of graphs or diagrams
is considered as highly inappropriate. Figure caption
must be placed below the figure and table caption must
be placed above the table. If the caption is single line,
it should be centered. If the caption spans more than
one line, it should be left justified.

If your paper deviates significantly from these spec-
ifications, our MENDEL publishing house may not be
able to include your paper in the journal. When citing
references in the text, type the corresponding number
in square brackets as shown in the following two sen-
tences. Please, follow the ACM citation style. As an
example, look at the style of the following citations:
[1], [3], [4], [6], [2], [5]. Combined citations like [3, 6]
may have special appearance.

Algorithm 1 My algorithm

1: procedure MyProcedure . Comment1
2: stringlen← length of string
3: i← patlen
4: top:
5: if i > stringlen then return false

6: j ← patlen
7: loop:
8: if string(i) = path(j) then
9: j ← j − 1.

10: i← i− 1.
11: goto loop. . Comment2
12: close;

13: i← i+ max(delta1(string(i)), delta2(j)).
14: goto top.

4 Conclusion

Please, follow our instructions faithfully; otherwise you
have to resubmit your full paper. This will enable us
to maintain uniformity in the conference proceedings.
The better you look, the better we all look. We also
encourage you to add the references to relevant articles
from previous MENDEL publications, it would be help-
ful for the publication as such and most importantly
for the authors. Thank you for your cooperation and
contribution.

Acknowledgement: On this place you can return
thanks for the support. Use 10pt LM Roman.
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